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Spoken language fluency is a complex skill involving the cooperation of various language-

related abilities (e.g., perception, lexicon, phonology, speech motor control…) which develop 

in a seemingly parallel fashion. While those competences have been well studied individually 

in the last decades their collaborative contribution to spoken language fluency is not yet well 

understood. 

In this talk, I will first present research addressing the development of coarticulation, an 

essential feature for the development of spoken and reading fluency that may go awry in 

children with atypical language development trajectories. Coarticulation has most often been 

investigated in relation to speech motor control development. I will show that while the 

maturation of the speech motor system is crucial to spoken language fluency, the concurrent 

development of other language-related skills – for instance, vocabulary and phonological 

awareness must also be considered to explain children’s individual trajectories. I will further 

discuss preliminary results showing that reading acquisition – initiated years after children 

have started to speak – interacts with speech motor organization for casual speech.  
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